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The term theranostics has clearly become a buzzword. To a
large extent, this is due to the success of prostate-specific mem-
brane antigen (PSMA)–targeted radioligands. These ligands can be
labeled with positron- or g-emitting isotopes for imaging or with
b- or a-emitting isotopes for therapy. The diagnostic or therapeutic
targeting ligands are otherwise identical or similar. PSMA-targeted
imaging and therapy have rapidly become a new clinical standard
for prostate cancer management during the last 10 y, and applica-
tions in other diseases are being investigated. Sessions at nuclear
medicine meetings are now often separated between PSMA imag-
ing and non-PSMA imaging, and several PSMA radioligands have
been approved for imaging and therapy of prostate cancer or are in
late-stage development. In the wake of these clinical successes, an
impressive number of new biotech companies have been founded
that aim to develop new theranostic agents.
But what exactly has made PSMA theranostics so successful?

In this editorial, we try to answer this question and reflect on what
may be necessary to repeat the success of PSMA theranostics in
other areas of nuclear medicine. In doing so, we argue that the con-
cept of theranostics should not be limited to oncology but may be
equally or even more successful for nuclear medicine applications
in neurology, cardiology, and inflammatory and infectious diseases.
As a starting point, we define theranostics as a combination of

molecularly targeted imaging and therapy in which imaging pro-
vides actionable information that enables new or more effective
therapies. This definition is much broader than the commonly used
definition of theranostics as a combination of radionuclide imaging
therapy that uses the same (a similar) targeting molecule or as a
combination of imaging and therapy that both use the same molec-
ular target, as exemplified by PSMA-based theranostics (1). Nev-
ertheless, we believe it is still specific enough to differentiate
theranostics from other common uses of medical imaging.
Most oncologic imaging for tumor staging in fact does not meet

our definition of theranostic imaging. These imaging studies stratify
patient populations better but do not improve outcomes, because they
merely shift patients from one prognostic group to another. This stage
migration was described by Feinstein et al. in 1985 (2) and called the
Will Rogers phenomenon in honor of the humorist–philosopher Will
Rogers. Will Rogers, who was born in Oklahoma in 1879, suppos-
edly once said that “When the Okies left Oklahoma and moved to
California, they raised the average intelligence levels in both states.”
Will Rogers was referring to the exodus of the Okies to California
during the Great Depression in the 1930s. Feinstein et al. observed

that new imaging technologies, at that
time CT and bone scans, shifted many
patients with lung cancer to a higher
TNM stage because these new technolo-
gies found more metastases than clinical
examination and planar radiographs. The
outcome of the patients who were shifted
to a higher stage was better than that of
patients in the same stage as defined by
the older imaging technologies. This led
to an improved outcome in each of the
stage groups without changing the out-
come of the whole patient group. Similar
effects of new imaging technology on stage-specific patient out-
comes have been reported for many other cancer types and other
diseases.
Although oncologic CT and 18F-FDG PET/CT mostly upstage

patients and thereby only limit therapeutic options (3), the results
of PSMA PET/CT can lead to new therapeutic options. This is
most obvious in patients with metastatic castration-resistant pros-
tate cancer. In this setting, high PSMA radioligand uptake indicates
that PSMA radioligand therapy is a therapeutic option. However,
PSMA PET scans can also provide actionable information in
another setting. PSMA PET is highly specific for the detection of
lymph node metastases of prostate cancer and can detect metastases
much earlier than CT or MRI. Patients with biochemical recurrence
after prostatectomy now frequently undergo radiotherapy of lymph
node metastases identified on PSMA PET. The information from
PSMA PET in this setting is actionable because of the high specifi-
city of PSMA PET and because of the availability of a therapy that
is guided by the imaging results, that is, stereotactic radiotherapy
(4). Because of the lower sensitivity and specificity of CT and
MRI, this radiotherapy was not feasible before the introduction of
PSMA PET. Thus, the combination of PSMA PET and external-
beam radiotherapy is also an example of theranostics according to
our definition. In addition to radiotherapy, salvage lymph node dis-
section for PSMA-positive lymph node metastases is also being
explored (5).
It is important to note here that the effectiveness of these local

therapies in the setting of biochemical recurrence still needs to be
proven by prospective clinical trials, but nevertheless, we would
argue that one important reason for the success of PSMA PET
imaging has been that it has enabled these new therapeutic options.
Our definition of theranostics is not limited to oncologic imag-

ing and therapy. Another area of theranostics is the combination of
b-amyloid imaging and antibody therapy. The amyloid antibody
lecanemab has recently been approved by the Food and Drug
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Administration, and some health insurances have already begun to
reimburse lecanemab therapy (6). Before a patient can be treated
with lecanemab, the presence of amyloid in the brain has to be
determined. In most of the clinical studies of lecanemab, the pres-
ence of amyloid has been determined by amyloid PET. Thus, the
results of the amyloid PET scan provide actionable information
that results in a new therapy. Amyloid PET scans have so far been
used relatively infrequently as purely diagnostic tools, but their
use will now in all likelihood increase.
In addition to these 2 concrete examples of theranostics in a

broader sense, there are several other such approaches in clinical
use or development. In the fields of immunology and fibrosis, vari-
ous novel radiopharmaceuticals for imaging are emerging in paral-
lel to various targeted immunomodulatory or antifibrotic therapies.
In the field of amyloidosis, novel, highly specific disease-modifying
therapies are emphasizing the increasing need for companion diagnos-
tic (imaging) biomarkers. Another example is dopamine transporter
imaging and dopaminergic therapeutics in Parkinsonian syndromes.
Moreover, under development are novel bacteria-selective radioli-
gands that would enable differentiating sterile inflammation from
infections. However, such approaches would also offer theranostic
imaging characterizing individual bacterial strains to initiate speci-
fic and targeted antibiotic treatment and surgical resections. In
oncology, 18F-fluoroestradiol has been Food and Drug Administra-
tion–approved for imaging of estrogen receptors and may be used
to select patients for estrogen receptor–targeted therapies. Several
clinical studies have suggested that imaging of human epidermal
growth factor receptor 2 with radiolabeled antibodies may be supe-
rior to the analysis of expression of this receptor on biopsies for
selecting patients for therapies directed toward it. Preclinically,
imaging with 18F-labeled fibroblast activation protein inhibitor 74
has been used to image expression of fibroblast activation protein
before chimeric antigen receptor T-cell therapy directed toward it.
We believe that it is more than semantics to call these approaches

theranostic. Linking molecular imaging closely to a specific therapy
provides a clear path to regulatory approval as a companion diagnostic.
Once approved, it becomes significantly easier to run clinical trials of
off-label uses in other indications.

In conclusion, theranostics is much more than switching of diag-
nostic and therapeutic isotopes. In fact, the concept of theranostics
can and should be applied to imaging applications outside radioli-
gand therapies and nuclear oncology. The therapeutic part of a ther-
anostic pair does not have to be a radionuclide therapy but can be
external-beam radiotherapy, surgery, medical therapy, or cellular
therapy. Nevertheless, the underlying principle remains that the
molecular imaging part of the theranostic pair provides actionable
information. Obtaining this information requires that the results of
the imaging study be highly specific and allow for clinical decision
making. Following these principles may accelerate the regulatory
approval of new molecular agents and broaden the use of molecular
imaging in the clinic.
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